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Abstract. For high-gradient acceleration of electron bunches by microwave superradiance pulses, a 

scheme is considered in which devices for the radiation generation and particle acceleration are 

combined. Two electron beams from coaxial cathodes powered by a single voltage pulse (–300 kV; 

1.5 ns) are used. Outer tubular beam excites a relativistic superradiant Ka-band backward-wave 

oscillator (BWO), and paraxial beam is accelerated in a “pill-box” cavity positioned at the input of the 

BWO slow-wave structure. Formation of such beams is studied with the use a model cathode system. 

In calculations by particles-in-cells method, the rate of electron acceleration of up to 400 MeV/m was 

obtained and the role of nonsynchronous microwaves-to-bunches interaction was shown. 
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1. Introduction 

Interest in high-gradient electron acceleration by subgigawatt Ka-band superradiance (SR) 

pulses is because such pulses are shorter than 300 ps. With such small exposure of strong 

microwave fields, breakdown of electrodynamic structures can be delayed even in a technical 

vacuum. For example, in relativistic Ka-band backward wave oscillators (BWO), it is possible to 

obtain SR pulses with a power of 1–3 GW [1–3], although the microwave electric field strength on 

the wall of a slow-wave structure (SWS) exceeds 2 MV/cm. Below, in the development of the 

method [4], we consider acceleration of a paraxial electron beam in a low-Q “pill-box” cavity. In 

calculations by particles-in-cells method within the KARAT code [5], the energy characteristics of 

accelerated bunches are analyzed using phase portraits of electron beam. 

 

 
Fig.1. Design of united block proposed for SR pulse generation and high-gradient acceleration of a paraxial beam: 1 – 

coaxial graphite cathodes; 2 – round radial slot; 3 – pill-box cavity; 4 – SWS of SR BWO; 5 – collector of external 

beam; 6 – microwave absorber; 7 – Al-filter; 8 – collector of a fast-response beam probe; 9 – solenoid coils. 

2. Experimental scheme and formation of coaxial beams 

In contrast to [4], we consider a scheme where devices for SR generation and particle 

acceleration are combined in one block (Fig.1). This is possible if coaxial cathodes [6, 7] are used, 

which operate in the mode of explosive electron emission in a strong longitudinal magnetic field. 

To power the cathodes, one accelerating pulse is needed and, therefore, there is no problem of 

synchronization of the generator and accelerator sections of the installation. An external 
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(generating) tubular beam feeds SR BWO in which a resonant reflector at the SWS input is replaced 

by a low-Q “pill-box” cavity. By analogy with [8, 9], a narrow (0.5 mm) annular slot between the 

cavity and the wall of the anode constriction in front of SWS is used to transfer the beam into SWS. 

The central beam from a needle cathode passes through a paraxial hole of the cavity and is 

accelerated in a strong, longitudinal high-frequency field (TM01 mode) that occurs when the cavity 

is pumped for a few microwave periods. 

Paraxial beam current must be significantly less than external beam current in order to prevent 

reduction of the SR BWO generation power. This issue and possibility of adjusting the beam 

currents ratio were analyzed in the experiment with a prototype cathode system (Fig.2a). The 

currents of coaxial beams were registered by collector probe separately (in turn). In the case of the 

gap between the cathode and the anode constriction D = 10 mm, for a 1-ns accelerating pulse 

amplitude of -220 kV and an external tubular beam current of about 1 kA (Fig.2b), the change in 

protrusion of central needle cathode (δ) led to the paraxial beam current variations within 15–150 A 

(Fig.2c). When a needle cathode is deepened, electric field at its tip decreases, and together with the 

current drop at δ < 0, a delay in the emission of paraxial beam of ~100 ps and more extended front 

are observed. These effects do not preclude the use of the paraxial beam for acceleration since SR 

pulse pumps the cavity approximately 1 ns after the start of the generating beam emission. 

Therefore, accelerating pulse and beam currents should be approximately twice as long as in Fig.2. 

The second series of experiments with coaxial electron beams was performed using SR BWO 

operating in a 38 GHz band [10]. Gap D was reduced to 6 mm, and an external beam current 

increased to ≈2.2 kA. At the position of a needle cathode δ = 0, a paraxial beam current was 60 A, 

and this increase is also associated with a decrease in the gap D. With a longitudinal magnetic field 

induction of ≈2 T, paraxial beam represented a jet with a diameter of about 0.5 mm at the SWS 

entrance (Fig.2d). The radial field of TM01 wave decreases towards the axis, and therefore, despite 

the high SR power (at least 400 MW), the imprint of paraxial beam at the SWS output broadened to 

no more than 1 mm in diameter (Fig.2e). A probable reason for the broadening was specific 

configuration of magnetic field lines. This field falls towards collector of external beam, in front of 

which the beam imprint was recorded. 

 

 
Fig.2. (a) Electron injector with coaxial cathodes. (b) Current pulse of an external tubular beam. (c) Currents of paraxial 

beam depending on protrusion δ: 150 A for δ =  +2 mm; 15 A for δ = ‒1.6 mm. (d) and (e) Reprints of coaxial beams 

obtained for SR BWO before and after SWS, consequently. 

3. Numerical experiment on high-gradient electron acceleration by SR pulse  

Numerical model geometry [5] for calculating an axially symmetric problem for acceleration of 

paraxial beam by SR pulse corresponds to the construction shown in Fig.1. Computational grid 

along the R-Z coordinates had a discreteness of 0.1 mm. Fig.3a shows the shape of accelerating 

pulse at the cathode with an amplitude of U ≈ -300 kV and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

of ≈1.5 ns. When the transit channel of external beam is closed, the only paraxial beam current is 

observed after the cavity (≈250 A in Fig.3b). The phase portrait of this beam is shown in Fig.3c as 

an ensemble of the particles colored in red. Normalized longitudinal momentum of electrons is 
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Pz/mc ≈ 1.1, and this corresponds to the beam kinetic energy of ≈250 keV. Here m is the total 

electron mass; c is the speed of light. Some decrease in the energy compared to eU (e is the electron 

charge) is partly determined by the small beam diameter when the “potential sag” increases. An 

outer tubular beam with the current of ≈2.2 kA in a strong magnetic field Bz ≈ 7 T (Fig.3d) passes 

near SWS wall, and its phase portrait at the SWS entrance (this is an ensemble of blue 

macroparticles in Fig.3c) corresponds to the energy of ≈275 keV. Note that the axial gap between 

solenoid windings (Fig.1) ensures the dip of magnetic field in the area of an external beam 

collector, i.e., ensures its drop onto the wall at z ≈ 110 mm. Paraxial beam expands somewhat in 

this area, but then contracts again in a strong field (Fig.3d) and is delivered in this form to the 

collector of the current probe. In a real experiment, aluminum disk will be placed in front of 

collector. This is a filter that passes only a fraction of electrons with energy above a certain value. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig.3. Numerical model. (a) Accelerating voltage. (b) Current of paraxial beam and. (c) Normalized momentum of 

coaxial beams. (d) Distribution of guiding magnetic field at the axis. Detailed comments are given in the text. 

 

When the reflector representing conductive cylinder with a flat end is installed instead of the 

cavity [8, 9], SR BWO generates the radiation pulse with a peak power of ≈800 MW (Fig.4a). In the 

presence of the cavity, at its input at the point z = 20 mm (see arrow in Fig.1), non-averaged power 

of SR pulse looks as it is shown in Fig.4b. There is a radiation pulse incident from right to left 

(negative polarity) with a peak power of about 1 GW. This is followed by a positive (reflected) 

pulse of smaller amplitude, and it is somewhat elongated after pumping the cavity. Fig.4c shows 

radio pulse at the point near axis in the cross section of a cavity bottom (z = 16.1 mm; r = 0.1), 
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which is a time dependence of the strength of longitudinal electric field of TM01 wave. At the pump 

maximum, the strength reaches ≈5 MV/cm at the time of ≈1.2 ns. Near this maximum, the phase 

portrait (Fig.4d) shows the bunch of accelerated electrons leaving the cavity, for which Pz /mc ≈ 4.5, 

i.e., their kinetic energy is 1.85 MeV. Taking into account that initial energy of the paraxial beam 

was ≈250 keV, the energy gain was 1.6 MeV, and this was provided by acceleration inside the 

cavity with a depth of 4 mm. Thus, according to the terminology accepted in accelerator 

technology, an acceleration gradient has reached 400 MV/m. Let us note that the field in the cavity 

periodically changes sign, and therefore, along with accelerated bunches moving in the “+z” 

direction, a flow of particles accelerated in the opposite direction appears. This can be seen in 

Fig.4d as a group of particles in the interval z < 20 mm with a negative value of Pz /mc. These 

electrons then return to the cathode. 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

Fig.4. Numerical model. (a) Non-averaged power of SR pulse generated when a “pill-box” cavity was replaced with 

a flat reflector. (b) Non-averaged power of SR pulse at the “pill-box” entrance. (c) Ez-component of a pumping SR 

pulse (TM01) in V/cm simulated for a paraxial point nearby the “pill-box” bottom. (d), (e) Phase portraits of 

accelerated bunches at the instants 1.3 and 1.75 ns. Detailed comments are given in the text. 

 

In the region near maximum of the cavity pump field (Fig.4c), a sequence of bunches 

accelerated in “+z” direction is formed. Their further history is determined by the fact that this train 

is output along the SWS channel axis, and here the “used” SR pulse propagates along the way. 

Since the normalized velocity of accelerated electrons (v/c ≈ 0.98) is much greater than the group 

velocity of SR wave packet (the latter is usually < 0.5с), fast electrons overtake the wave 

experiencing a periodic nonsynchronous action of sufficiently strong electric field of variable 
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direction. This takes place over entire region of the bunch motion up to the region of microwave 

absorption in the cross section z = 120 mm. As a result, at z < 120 mm, bunches periodically 

additionally gain and lose energy. Fig.4e shows that even very “late” paraxial beam electrons can be 

accelerated so that Pz /mc ≈ 5, that is, their kinetic energy reaches 2.1 MeV. According to 

calculations, longitudinal electric field of SR pulse responsible for effect of nonsynchronous 

acceleration/deceleration has the maximum (amplitude) strength of ≈ ±1 MV/cm at the axis in front 

of the microwave absorber. Since this value is much smaller than the field in the cavity, there is no 

flux of paraxial beam particles moving in “‒z” direction, and a periodical decrease in the bunch 

energy is relatively small. As a result, in the region z > 120 mm, where there is no SR pulse, the 

final bunch structure with a maximum energy of ≈1.6 MeV is observed (Fig.4e). 

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we note the features of a promising experimental implementation of the 

described scheme for high-gradient electron acceleration. First, according to calculations, the 

structure of paraxial beam after collector of an external beam (z > 110 mm, Fig.1) represents a fairly 

regular bunch sequence with a period of ≈26 ps corresponding to Ka-band SR pulse. It is supposed 

to register these particles in a real time using collector probe similar to that described in [11]. It was 

shown here that, using an oscilloscope with a proper registration bandwidth, one can register a 

single electron bunch with duration of ≈10 ps (FWHM). Problem of registering a sequence of such 

bunches when low-energy particles are cut off by a filter is of special interest. The second problem 

is the probability of breakdown development at the “singularity” points of electrodynamic system. 

First of all, these are 90-degree edges of the cavity. When pumping with a subgigawatt Ka-band SR 

pulse (Fig.4b), the field strengths of ≈5 MV/cm can be achieved near the cavity critical points. 

However, these strength values are comparable to that for the fields in the resonant reflectors of 

previously studied SR BWOs [1–3]. Breakdown delay in these devices inspires certain optimism. 
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